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Biographical or Historical Note
Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919) was the 26th President of the United States, serving from 1901-1909. During his second term, Roosevelt made a stop in Roswell during his 1905 Tour of the South.

Roosevelt’s mother, Martha “Mittie” Bulloch Roosevelt was a Roswell native. His familial connection to Roswell and Bulloch Hall has inspired parades, reenactments, and other local celebrations of the 26th President and his family.

David Mould was a classmate of Roosevelt’s at Harvard. They both graduated in 1880. In 1905, Roosevelt sent an American flag to each member of his graduating class, Mould included.
Scope and Content
The collection holds papers relating to Roosevelt’s visit to Roswell, letters written by Roosevelt, and papers relating to a centennial celebration of Roosevelt’s birthday held in Roswell in 1958. The collection also holds Roosevelt materials collected by David Mould, one of Roosevelt’s classmates at Harvard.

Organization Note
Items in this collection are organized by subject matter, then by date. This collection has a box of oversized materials housed in the oversized section. The box is labeled MS33.

Restrictions

Restrictions on access
Unrestricted access.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
To quote in print, or otherwise reproduce in whole or in part in any publication, including on the Worldwide Web, any material from this collection, the researcher must obtain permission from (1) the owner of the physical property and (2) the holder of the copyright. Reproduction of any item must contain the complete citation to the original.
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